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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON SHARED SERVICES 

 
 

1 Purpose of Report 

 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the progress of Shared 

Services with Stafford Borough Council. 
  
 

2 Recommendations 

 
2.1 That Members note the outcome of the progress update. 
 
 

3 Key Issues and Reasons for Recommendation 

 
3.1 As reported to the Scrutiny Committee on 12 July 2012, the Member Working 

Group set up by the Cabinet to review Shared Services concluded that Shared 
Services seemed to be delivering the intended outcomes so far.  However, 
there was an acknowledgement that the next 12 months would be a challenge 
as further savings are to be delivered and so performance will need to 
continue to be monitored.  It was therefore agreed that the Scrutiny Committee 
would monitor the progress of shared services during 2012-13 to ensure that: 

 

• the further planned savings are delivered;  

• service levels are maintained; and 

• transformation plans are being delivered. 
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3.2 In summary, Shared Services has allowed significant savings to be delivered; 
over £0.55m so far, increasing to over £1.2m by the end of 2012-13.  The 
services are all on target to deliver the balance of the shared service savings 
by the end of this financial year. 

 
3.3 The performance information provided for all of the services indicates that 

there has been no significant change in services provided since the 
commencement of shared services and performance levels are being 
maintained, despite reductions in staffing.  The transformation work is 
progressing well and has allowed efficiencies to be achieved which have off-
set the reduction in resources.  In some service areas there are already signs 
that performance is improving: 

 

• Revenues & Benefits – processing times, for dealing with benefit claims 
have continued to show improvement.   The team has continued to 
perform better than its target for both New Claims and Changes to 
Circumstances.  Based on information provided by the Department for 
Works and Pensions, we were amongst the best performing councils in 
the country during the period from January to March 2012. 

 

• Technology Service - due to the success of this team in 2012 Cannock 
Chase Council has been awarded the Gold standard level for its 
address data and also a national award for the most improved council 
in this field. 

 

• Building Control – in the first year of the shared service performance 
against the targets can be summarised as follows: 

 
� 8 indicators exceeded the target 
� 2 indicators were on target; and 
� 1 indicator was below target. 
 
The performance targets for 2012-13 look set to be achieved and again 
in many instances will be above target.   
 
One of the key indicators for the service is customer satisfaction.  For 
2011-12 99% of customers were either very or fairly satisfied with the 
service; this is above the target of 90%.  A sample of comments from 
the 2011 satisfaction survey are shown below   

 
� “A professional, helpful service with informative advice” 
 

� “We found your on-site inspection team very courteous and 
helpful in all our dealings with them” 

 
� “Every officer contact has been helpful and moved the projects 

on. Very satisfied” 
 
� “The service has been as good as I’ve come across” 
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• Finance – improvements in the accounts closedown process were 
commended by the Council’s External Auditors. An extract from the 
External Auditors’ Annual Governance Report is given below: 

 
“I am pleased to report that there has been continuing improvement in 
the production of your financial statements and in the working papers 
produced to support them. The development of the shared services 
finance team helped to accelerate this process through increased 
capacity and enhanced technical expertise. Your arrangements for 
preparing the financial statements were significantly strengthened and 
the support provided to external audit has ensured an efficient year end 
audit process. You have recognised that as the combined team has 
only been in place since May 2012 that there are still improvements 
that can be made and I am confident you have good foundations to 
deliver these from. This is a considerable achievement given that 
during the year the finance team were also heavily involved in 
significant projects for the Council such as the HRA self financing and 
Leisure outsourcing.” 

 
3.4 The Audit Commission has completed its review of shared services and in its 

Annual Governance Report stated “The Council has successfully progressed 
the shared service arrangements”. A full copy of their report is attached at 
Appendix 1.   

 
3.5 A progress update for each of the services is attached at Appendices 2-8. 
 
 

4 Relationship to Corporate Priorities 

 
4.1 This report supports the Council’s Corporate Priorities as follows: 
 

• Transformation PDP Priority Outcome of “Changing the way services are 
provided to ensure value for money”. 

 
 

5 Report Detail  

 
5.1 CCDC and SBC have shared a range of predominantly back-office services.  

The arrangements have been based on a lead authority model with a broadly 
even share of the services between the two Councils. There is no shared 
management team as part of this approach and both Councils have continued 
to maintain their separate identities. 

 
5.2 All of the services have produced transformation plans which have been 

approved by both the Programme Board and the Strategic Board.  The 
Transformation Plans outline the actions to be taken to align and improve the 
services across both Councils so far as is possible. The transformation 
process has been based on the LEAN principles.  
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5.3 Each Council has established, within existing management arrangements, 
client officers to manage the Service Level Agreements and monitor the 
performance and cost of the service.   

 
Savings 

 
5.4 The model of pairing of services between CCDC and SBC has enabled a 50 

/50 sharing of savings and costs to be agreed for these seven back office 
services. To date over £0.55m has been saved from the sharing of services.  
All services are currently on target to deliver their total shared services 
savings targets, including those in respect of leisure outsourcing, and this will 
increase the total savings to over £1.2m by the end of 2012-13.  

 
Service 2011-12 

Savings 
 
 
£ 

2012-13 
Savings  

Total  
Savings 

 
 
£ 

Shared 
Services 

£ 

Leisure 
Outsourcing 

£ 

Revenues & Benefits 250,000 150,000 0 400,000 

Finance 75,000 125,000 46,000 246,000 

Audit, Risk & Resilience and Procurement 32,720 37,280 20,620 90,620 

Building Control  47,400 0 0 47,400 

Technology  45,248 164,752 13,500 223,500 

Human Resources 55,891 14,109 75,400 145,400 

Legal Services 53,000 29,000 2,600 84,600 

TOTAL 559,259 520,141 158,120 1,237,520 

 
 
5.5 The bulk of these savings have come from reductions in staffing across all of 

the shared services through the deletion of vacant posts and the others have 
related to voluntary redundancy/early retirement and reductions in hours. 
Other savings have been achieved through use of the same IT systems, 
reductions in number of subscriptions to publications, etc. 

 
Performance & Transformation 

 
5.6 As referred to in 3.3, the performance information provided for all of the 

services indicates that there has been no significant change in services 
provided since the commencement of shared services and performance levels 
are being maintained if not improved. 

 
5.7 The transformation work is progressing well and has allowed efficiencies to be 

achieved which have off-set the reduction in resources. The LEAN process 
has been adopted by all teams, to drive their transformation work and this has 
led to some innovative changes.  This is most notable in the Revenues & 
Benefits service which has made considerable improvements in how benefits 
claims are processed; this has speeded up processing times and improved the 
service from the customer’s perspective.  
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5.8 A progress update for each of the shared services is attached in the following 
Appendices: 

 
Appendix 2 – Revenues & Benefits 
Appendix 3 – Finance 
Appendix 4 – Audit, Risk & Resilience and Procurement 
Appendix 5 – Building Control 
Appendix 6 – Technology  
Appendix 7 – Human Resources 
Appendix 8 – Legal Services 
 

5.9 At the Scrutiny Committee meeting in July 2012, Members enquired about the 
outcome of the review of Shared Services undertaken by Members of Stafford 
Borough Council.  Stafford Borough Council adopted a similar approach to its 
review of shared services to that undertaken by the Member working group of 
this Council.  At the conclusion of the review at Stafford Borough Council a 
report was submitted to their Resources and Corporate Services Scrutiny 
Committee meeting in June 2012.  An extract from the report is given below: 

 
“There was general agreement in both the sessions that the Shared Services 
project had been beneficial to Stafford Borough Council in meeting its 
objectives of reducing costs and improving the resilience of services. 
 
One of the common themes emerging from the discussions held in the Task 
and Finish Review Group meetings was the need to ensure that performance 
in the shared services was maintained and ultimately improved.  
This would be done by the Scrutiny Committee through In Pursuit of Success 
in the first instance. In some services it would be necessary to develop further 
performance measures but ultimately the Service Level Agreements would 
hold the performance of services to account. It was agreed that at the end of 
each financial year a brief report would be made to the Scrutiny Committee on 
the progress of the separate shared services.” 

 
 

6 Implications 

 
6.1 Financial  
 

There are no financial implications arising directly from this report.  However, 
the financial implications of sharing services were considered as part of 
previous reports to the Cabinet.  Furthermore the savings delivered by Shared 
Services are referred to in the body of this report. 

 
6.2 Legal  
 

There are no legal implications arising directly from this report.  However, the 
legal implications of sharing services were considered as part of previous 
reports to the Cabinet.   
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6.3      Human Resources 
 

There are no Human Resources implications arising directly from this report.  
However, the implications for employees were considered as part of previous 
reports to the Cabinet on Shared Services.  The key issue concerned those 
employees who were transferred from their employer to the lead authority; 
their right have been protected by TUPE.   

 
6.4 Section 17 (Crime Prevention) – 
 
 None 
 
6.5 Human Rights Act 
 
 None 
 
6.6 Data Protection 
 
 None 
 
6.7 Risk Management  
 

There are no risk management implications arising directly from this report.  
However, the risks relating to sharing services were considered as part of 
previous reports to the Cabinet.  A risk register has been, and continues to be, 
maintained by the Shared Services Programme Board.  

 
6.8 Equality & Diversity 
 
 None 
 
6.9 Best Value 
 
 None 
 
 

7         Appendices to the Report 

 
 Appendix 1 – Audit Commission Report on Shared Services 

Appendix 2 – Revenues & Benefits 
Appendix 3 – Finance 
Appendix 4 – Audit, Risk & Resilience and Procurement 
Appendix 5 – Building Control 
Appendix 6 – Technology  
Appendix 7 - Human Resources 

 Appendix 8 – Legal Services 
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Previous Consideration 
 
Recommendation from Scrutiny Committee (26 September 2011) to Cabinet –  
20 October 2011 
Report to Scrutiny Committee on 12 July 2012 
 
 
Background Papers 
 
 
 
 



                                APPENDIX 1 

 

 

Audit Commission Report on Shared Services 
 

Review of shared services at Stafford BC and Cannock Chase DC  
 
Scope 
To assess the progress in developing shared services between Cannock Chase District Council and Stafford 
Borough Council. Our work focused on the three areas of economy, efficiency and effectiveness by specifically 
considering: 

• the impact of shared services on the medium term financial strategy, and 

• the ability to maintain delivery of services with reduced resources.  
 
Objectives 
Three key questions were identified that would enable us to assess the progress each Council had made. 
These are specifically linked to our value for money assessment of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.  
 
Results 
Overall conclusion 
Both councils are clear that sharing services is a three stage process: bringing services together; streamlining 
the structures; and implementation of the transformation plans, including LEAN improvements. Each of these 
stages is required to deliver economy, efficiency and effectiveness. Each service is at a different stage in their 
journey, but progress has been made in all areas and plans are in place for how to further develop the seven 
services to maximise benefits for the councils’ and end users.  
 
Economy – Is each Council delivering the planned savings from the shared services? 

• The shared services agenda has delivered the planned savings for 2011/12 across both councils. Savings 
have mainly been delivered from staff vacancies. Because of the critical mass created through shared 
services the vacancies have not had to be filled. This position would not have been possible if the sharing of 
services had not gone ahead. 

• For 2012/13 the savings have been mapped and are starting to be delivered through the progression of 
transformation plans within each department. These are at varying stages of development and 
implementation.   

 
Efficiency – Is the sharing of services progressing in line with the agreed timescales and are users of 
the services gaining assurance that these plans are on track?  

• All seven shared services now have a clear leadership structure and are being managed as one service 
across both councils. Staffing structures below this are agreed for all areas except Revenue and Benefits 
which should be finalised by July 2012. All services have transformation plans in place.  

• Delivery of a single shared service is at a different stage of development for each area. Both councils are 
using this exercise as an opportunity to standardise and streamline business processes, infrastructure and 
the IT platform. Flexibility has been built into the plans to recognise and maintain the different cultures and 
needs of each Council.  

• Engagement with staff has been thorough and taken time, but services are being developed based upon the 
requirements of the end user. This has led to some slippage as services are developed and piloted.  

 
Effectiveness – Is there a process for measuring the performance of these services and is there 
evidence of maintained or improved services for users? 

• Both councils have focused on maintaining services with reduced resources to ensure that the economic 
climate did not have a detrimental effect on service delivery. The fact that services have been maintained 
and in some cases improved is a notable achievement.  

• Revenues and Benefits has demonstrated a marked improvement in performance for the user, trialling new 
ways of working which streamlines processes and Building Control has sustained its viability within the 
current climate by reducing costs and overheads.  

 
Risk for the future 

• Going forward, the impetus for change will reduce as services embed. Strong corporate leadership should 
be maintained to ensure that the benefits of sharing services are maximised.  
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The Revenues and Benefits Shared Service 

Brief Overview of the Service 

 
Revenues and Benefits are statutory functions which are amongst the few Council services that will affect all households and all businesses throughout the district 
each year.  The service unit is very conscious that residents’ perceptions of the Council can often be influenced by the way in which we deal with their Council Tax or 
benefit issues. 
 
In recent years, speed and quality of service to the customer has become of paramount importance in the revenues and benefits environment.  To that end, we have 
put considerable effort into improving our performance. 
 
Cannock Chase Council has attached particular importance to its Housing & Council Tax Benefit functions, with processing times for new claims and changes of 
circumstances being amongst the best in the country. Over 10,000 claimants rely on the benefit service in order to meet their housing costs. 
 
In addition to the transactional services involved in administering Council Tax accounts, Business Rate accounts and Benefit claims, a range of advisory services are 
provided to ensure that customers pay the right amount of Council Tax or Business Rates and claim all of the help and support that they need. 
 
Council Tax 

• Billing 

• Monitoring of the taxbase to identify chargeable property and thereby maximise income 

• Discounts, exemptions and reductions 

• Reminders and other payment warning methods. 

• Negotiation of repayment plans for arrears. 

• Recovery and enforcement actions including; 
o Instruction of bailiffs 
o Attachment to earnings 
o Deductions from Benefits 
o Applications for Committal to Prison 

• Advice and Guidance to customers on all of the above. 
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Business Rates 

• Billing 

• Monitoring of the property base to identify rateable property and thereby maximise income 

• Reliefs, exemptions and reductions 

• Reminders and other payment warning methods. 

• Negotiation of repayment plans for arrears. 

• Recovery and enforcement actions including; 
o Instruction of bailiffs 
o Applications for Committal to Prison, in the case of defaulting individuals 
o Insolvency action in the case of companies and organisations 

• Advice and Guidance to customers on all of the above. 
 

Housing and Council Tax Benefits 

• New claims for benefit from claimants contacting the Council directly 

• Changes to circumstances from claimants contacting the Council directly 

• Management of an appointment system to enable claimants to access the service quickly and efficiently, at a time and location which is convenient to them. 

• Welfare and benefit advice to local residents 

• Discretionary Housing Payments for claimants who suffer financial hardship notwithstanding a claim for Housing or Council Tax Benefit 

• Claims and changes reported to the Council by Dept for Works and Pensions 

• Recovery of overpaid benefit 

• An interventions service to ensure that we hold the most up to date information on our claimants, to prevent fraud and error from entering the system. 

• Investigation of suspected fraud and issuing sanctions or prosecutions against perpetrators of benefit fraud. 

• Regular and ongoing liaison with customers, claimants and stakeholders to ensure that we are providing the service that they want, in the way that they want 
it. 
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Budget for the Service and Savings to be made 

The summarised 2011-12 budgets for CCDC 
& SBC at the point of transfer are as follows: 
 

 CCDC SBC Total 

Employees 1,123,170 1,137,610 2,260,780 

Operational  310,220 176,460 486,680 

Gross Cost 1,433,390 1,314,070 2,747,460 

Less SLA  (1,314,070) (1,314,070) 

Income  (1,219,210) 0 (1,219,210) 

    

Net Cost 214,180 0 214,180 

 
 
 

Since the start of the shared service savings 
totalling £250,000 have been achieved for 
both authorities for 2011-12. 
 

In simple terms this can be summarised as 

• £50K p.a. for the replacement of 
SBC’s Computer System 

• £200K in respect of deletion of 
vacant posts. 

The service has a total shared 
service saving of £400,000.  
 
In addition to the £250,000 savings 
achieved in 2011-12, a further 
£150,000 will be delivered this year.  
The saving is being achieved by a 
staffing restructure – see below for 
more details 

The savings of £400,000 will 
continue to be made each 
year. 
 
Further savings are 
anticipated as the Welfare 
Reform agenda progresses.  
These savings cannot be 
quantified at this time and are 
subject to regular review.   
 
Current information is that 
Housing Benefit will be 
replaced by an element of 
Universal Credit, on a phased 
basis from 2013 to 2017. 
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Staffing    

 
At the point of transfer, both Councils had an 
operational Revenues and Benefits 
department.   
Both organisations had been anticipating the 
development of a shared service, for some 
time, and the likelihood of savings being 
required.   
 
The staffing levels provided for within the 
budgets were: 
 
Cannock Chase Council = 51.83 FTE 
Stafford Borough Council = 46.1 FTE 
 
TOTAL = 97.93 FTE 
 
 

 
There were a number of vacancies that 
existed between the former 2 departments: 
 
Cannock Chase Council = 7.7 FTE 
Stafford Borough Council = 6.0 FTE 
 
TOTAL = 13.7 FTE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The restructure which delivers the 
required savings is now completed.   
 
Savings were achieved by 

• the deletion of vacant 
posts  

• a number of changes to 
the working patterns of 
some staff 

• changes to the gradings of 
some posts 

• and by three members of 
staff agreeing to 
redundancy. 

 
Recruitment to vacant posts is now 
being undertaken.   
 
The revised structure comprises a 
total 80.81 FTE 
 

 
No further restructures are 
planned at this time, though 
the effect of the Welfare 
Reform agenda on the 
services is being closely 
monitored. 
 
Recruitment to vacant posts, 
in the future will largely be on 
the basis of fixed term 
contracts, in order to facilitate 
savings that become 
necessary. 
 
The service will also be 
mindful of any development 
opportunities that become 
available, should a business 
case exist for extending the 
services offered by the 
Revenues and Benefits team. 
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Performance   

 

Indicator 
 

Target 
2011/12 

Outturn 
2011/12 

Target 
2012/13 

Target 
2013-14 

Processing Times for New Claims for Benefit 16 days 7.9 days 14 days 14 days 

Processing Times for Changes to Circumstances for Benefit Claimants 7 days 3.8 days 9 days 9 days 

Combined Processing Times for New Claims and Changes to Circumstances 10 days 4.6 days 10 days 10 days 

Council Tax Collection rate 98.5% 98.0% 98.5% 98.0% 

Business Rate Collection rate 98.5% 97.1% 98.5% 98.0% 

Benefit Overpayment Collections – Current Year 100% 88.1% 100% 90% 

Benefit Overpayment Collections – All Years 46% 31.8% 46% 35% 

% of telephone calls to service which are answered (not abandoned) NEW  90% 90% 

Average waiting times for telephone callers to service NEW  2 mins 2 mins 
 

 

The benefit service’s performance is an area that we are particularly proud of.  A large proportion of our residents rely on the Council to meet their housing costs.  
Having examined the parts of our service that claimants found most difficult, we developed our appointment service, to reduce the time and complexity involved in 
claiming benefits. The benefit appointment service continued to be popular with our claimants and contribute to improved performance.  It was therefore enhanced 
and introduced for Stafford claimants. If the customer is willing and our resources allow, we will assess the claim whilst the customer waits.  In this case the 
notification letter can be issued and explained to the claimant. 
 

It is very pleasing that we exceeded our targets during 2011-12. The latter part of the financial year was particularly encouraging with our processing times being 
reported as amongst the best in the country. 
 

The targets for the service for 2012-13 are challenging and will represent excellent performance, if achieved.  Collection rates appear to be falling slightly behind our 
expectations, during the current year, due to the economic climate but we do anticipate that most other targets will be achieved or exceeded. The waiting times for 
Council Tax telephone callers has reduced significantly, following a review of working practices .  Council Tax calls are directed to Council l Tax ‘experts’ who will, 
wherever possible, deal with the customer’s issue at the first point of contact. Through the ongoing re-design of the service we intend to maximise the number of 
customer issues that we can resolve at the first point of contact. 
 

Difficult times lie ahead for the Revenues and Benefits service.  In addition to the more general austerity measures facing the whole of the public sector, we must 
also tackle significant changes resulting from the Welfare Reform Agenda.  Our emphasis will therefore be on maintaining our performance levels, whilst helping the 
Council and its customers deal with the changes ahead. 
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Transformation Plans/Vision 

Many changes are being made to the service which the council provides to its customers, and the way in which we are funded, with the changes most relevant to the 
Revenues and Benefits service being: 

• Progression of the Welfare Reform Agenda from 2013, bringing about a phasing out of Housing Benefit by 2017 

• Replacement of the national Council Tax Benefit scheme, with the Council’s own local scheme from April 2013. 

• Local retention of Business Rate income, replacing the current pooling arrangements from April 2013.  This will increase the Council’s need to establish 
rateable property and rateable occupations more quickly, by introducing a financial incentive to the charging authority. 

• New Homes Bonus grants being paid in respect of increases to the number of occupied dwellings in the district, placing a greater need for Councils to 
encourage occupation of dwellings and identify occupiers more quickly. 

 
A programme of transformation has been looking at each of the principal areas of work within the services. The aim of the transformation work is to adopt common 
working procedures and practices within the service to drive out efficiencies whilst at the same time maintaining and improving current levels of service. The basis of 
common working practices will be the implementation of the same IT systems, where possible.  At this point in time, both authorities are using the Civica 
OpenRevenues system, but different Electronic Document Management Systems.  A procurement exercise will be undertaken in 2013 to move to a single Electronic 
Document Management System. 
 
Operational Transformation Plans exist for each of the disciplines within the revenues and benefits functions. An over-arching Revenues and Benefits Transformation 
Plan, highlights the higher level, strategic developments which are being progressed. 
 

• Systems and Process Control –  System maintenance, data integrity, support and technical advice and development of the operational systems within the 
department.  Payment processing and reconciliation, scanning and indexing and general administrative support to the department.  The resilience of the team 
has been significantly improved by a degree of co-location of some staff. Operational efficiencies have been identified and continue to be implemented by the 
joint team. 

 

• Revenues -  Working practices have been commenced to deal with all customer contacts at the first point of contact, rather than the more traditional method of 
capturing data which is then handed off to a back office colleague to process.  This is proving to be extremely successful in terms of efficiency and customer 
satisfaction and has informed the way in which we will progress the service.  Some recruitment and subsequent training need to be undertaken, in order to re-
engineer the service in this way and they are being addressed 

 

• Benefits. Again the concept of putting ‘experts’ at the front of the service has had the effect of removing significant waste demand within the service.  
Customers who have had their claims assessed “there and then” are extremely pleased with the quality of the service.  Again some issues need to be 
addressed in terms of recruitment and training, in order for us to optimise the proportion of claimants that can be dealt with in this way. 
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• Fraud & interventions.  The future of the local Authority benefit fraud teams was subject to consultation by DWP.  Government had previously announced that 
a ‘Single Fraud Investigation Service’ will be managed by DWP from 1st April 2013.  Following consultation the DWP preferred option has been adopted.  Local 
Authorities retain control of the Housing & Council Tax Benefit function, though new operating rules are likely to be issued, and the situation reviewed in 2015.   
Harmonisation of the Fraud and Interventions practices across the two authorities and closer integration with the Benefit Service are the immediate priorities of 
this team. 

 
Vision for the Future 
 
The vision and structure for the service was informed by the work of the transformation groups and is based on the following principles: 
 

• A single, harmonised service in which standards, policies and operating practices are the same, as far as is possible, to the customers of both authorities. 

• We do recognise that the two authorities will chose to operate differently in some areas and this will be accommodated by the shared service. 

• The two authorities will continue to maintain their separate identities. 

• Customers will be able to access services at all current locations and by all current access channels. 

• Customer requests and actions will be dealt with, at the first point of contact, wherever possible. 

• To that end, the appropriate expertise will be made available at the “front end” of the service 

• Optimum use will be made of appropriate technology within the service. 

• Homeworking will be offered to staff where appropriate, having regard to the specific role of the individual. 

• Future processes and staffing levels will be informed by the effect of the government’s Welfare Reform agenda. 

• Management  will explore appropriate opportunities to enhance the service that the Revenues and Benefits teams provide to local residents, by taking on 
additional responsibilities, if supported by a suitable business case. 
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The Financial Services Shared Service 
 

Brief Overview of the Service  

 
This service comprises 5 distinct areas: 

• Accounting 

• Financial Planning 

• Treasury Management 

• Accounts Payable 

• Sundry Debtors 
 
The service is primarily a statutory function under the control of various acts and these services are effectively determined by the Section 151 Officer in accordance 
with the Local Government Finance Act 1972. 
 
Key responsibilities include: 

• The preparation of long, medium and operational budgets resulting in the setting of the Council tax for each year. 

• The preparation of Annual Accounts. 

• Government and other returns. 

• The payment of invoices to creditors. 

• The billing, collection and recovery of sundry income due to the Council. 
 
The service is also responsible for the day to day management of cash balances, its investment and management of its borrowing requirement. 
 
A key role is to provide support and advice to officers and members both from a control perspective and to ensure financial implications are clearly considered as part 
of the decision making process. 
 
The Finance Function forms a key element of all work of the Councils and has contributed to the delivery of other Shared Services; Leisure Outsourcing and the Self 
Financing arrangements for the HRA  
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Budget / Savings    

 
At 1st April 2011 the budget for each of the 
Council services was: 
 
 CCDC 

£ 
SBC 
£ 

TOTAL 
£ 

Employee 
related costs 

569,940 566,630 1,136,570 

Operational 
budget 

87,840 116,530 204,370 

Income   0 

TOTAL 657,780 683,160 1,340,940 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The service delivered its savings 
requirement of £75,000 for 2011-12. 
 
The majority of the savings were found 
from vacant posts within the Financial 
services function at both Cannock and 
Stafford. 
 
A minor part of these savings has been 
achieved through the shared use of the 
TOTAL finance system.  It is envisaged 
that when the NAVISION system is 
moth-balled entirely these savings will be 
greater.  There is currently the need to 
retain the NAVISION system whilst an 
archiving solution is sought and Housing 
find a replacement for their Housing Rent 
/ Repair needs. 
 
This gives a revised total net budget of 
£1,267,900 and a net cost to CCDC of 
£620,560, which includes a saving of 
£37,500 in 2011-12. 
 
 
 

 
The service has a total shared 
service saving of £200,000 plus 
a saving of £46,000 to be made 
as a result of the leisure 
outsourcing giving a grand total 
of £246,000. 
 
As indicated in the current 
position column, £75,000in 
ongoing savings were achieved 
in 2011-12.   
 
The balance of the savings (i.e. 
£171,000) have been achieved 
as follows: 
 

• deletion of one Head of 
Service post – saving of 
£80,000 inclusive of on-costs ; 
and 

 

• a restructure of the Finance 
Service, combining both teams 
and in doing so achieving 
voluntary redundancy savings 
and reduction in hours – 
saving of £91,000. 

 

 
The savings target for the shared 
service has been achieved however 
the service aims seek continuous 
improvement including ensuring it is 
fit for purpose. A post implementation 
review of the structure is currently 
being undertaken. 
 
It is anticipated that there will be a 
need for further savings as part of the 
Council’s budget process for 2014-15 
onwards and options for delivering 
those savings will be produced in due 
course. 
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Staffing  

 
CCDC had 15.85 FTE in the Financial 
Management team + 1 FTE Head of Service 
giving a total of 16.85 FTE.                         
 
SBC had 14.97 FTE + 1 FTE Head of Service 
giving a total of 15.97 FTE 
 
TOTAL = 32.82 FTE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Since the commencement of the shared 
service a number of minor changes have 
been made to the structure including the 
deletion of 0.5 FTE Accounts Officer 
from the CCDC establishment and 1 FTE 
vacant Senior Accountant from the SBC 
establishment.  Until transformation work 
being undertaken by the 2 authorities 
was near completion, no major changes 
to the structure occurred. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As referred to in the “Savings” 
section above a restructure of 
the combined team has been 
necessary to achieve the level of 
savings required. 
 
A two stage based on the 
transformation plan is currently 
being implemented. 
 
Phase 1 – 2012-13:  The 
structure for implementation 
within 2012-13 consists of the 
following changes: 
 

• Deletion of 1 FTE Head of 
Service through redundancy 

• Reduced hours by a total of 
0.80 FTE of 2 posts 

• Deletion of a further 1.92 
FTE’s through voluntary 
redundancy 

 
This will reduce the FTE 
requirement in 2012-13 to 27.59 
FTE. 
 

  
A post implementation review of the 
structure is currently being 
undertaken to ensure the post 
transformation structure is fit for 
purpose. 
 
The review will take into account that 
further savings will need to be 
delivered in future years. 
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Phase 2 – 2013-14:  The  
structure changes for 
implementation within 2013-14  
consists: 

• Deletion of 2 FTE’s through 
voluntary redundancies and 
upon completion of the 
transformation plan 
implementation. 

 
This will reduce the FTE 
requirement for 2013-14 
onwards to 25.59 FTE’s. (a 
reduction of 22% as compared to 
2011-12 Original staffing 
numbers.) 

 
 

Performance 

 

Indicators - 2010/11 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 to date 

 SBC CCDC SBC CCDC SBC CCDC 

No. of working days from period-end closure to the 
distribution of routine budget monitoring reports 

7 days 5 days 6 days 5 days   

Customer satisfaction index (proportion of good or 
better)  85% N/A N/A N/A 

  

% Invoices Paid within 30 Days 98% 96% 96.9% 96%   

% Debtor Days (average no. of days to receive 
payment for invoices) 30 -  31.47 
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Indicators - 2010/11 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 to date 

Proportion of payments made by electronic means 
– Number (Value) 65% 61.68% 76.1% 69.07% 

  

Treasury Management – return on investments 
WAROR 3 Month LIBID 0.72% 1.45% 0.72% 

  

Draft Statement of Accounts to be Approved June 2011 June 2011 June 2012 June 2012   

Unqualified Opinion on Statement of Accounts Sept 2011 Sept 2011 Sept 2012 Sept 2012   

Budget approved for Council Tax setting purposes Feb 2011 Feb 2011 Feb 2012 Feb 2012   

 
The performance indicators and targets for 2012-13 are being reviewed as part of the transformation process to ensure that there is one agreed set of indicators and 
that these are calculated in the same way. 
 
It is anticipated that as a result of the transformation work that has already taken place, the new structure and the alignment of financial systems between the two 
authorities, there should be no significant impact on the services delivered to both Councils through the savings being made.  
 
Improvements have been made to the accounts closedown process and these were commended by the Council’s External Auditors. An extract from the External 
Auditors’ Annual Governance Report is given below: 
 

“I am pleased to report that there has been continuing improvement in the production of your financial statements and in the working papers produced to support 
them. The development of the shared services finance team helped to accelerate this process through increased capacity and enhanced technical expertise. Your 
arrangements for preparing the financial statements were significantly strengthened and the support provided to external audit has ensured an efficient year end 
audit process. You have recognised that as the combined team has only been in place since May 2012 that there are still improvements that can be made and I am 
confident you have good foundations to deliver these from. This is a considerable achievement given that during the year the finance team were also heavily involved 
in significant projects for the Council such as the HRA self financing and Leisure outsourcing.” 
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Transformation Plans/Vision  

 
The services being provided by both Finance Teams is similar as the majority of services are governed by statute.  Initial meeting between the two finance teams did 
however highlight that these services were being provided in different ways.  The following specific areas are being targeted as the main focus for the transformation 
process: 

• Budgeting 

• Budget Monitoring 

• Closure of Accounts 

• Capital 

• Expenditure (including Creditor payments) 

• Income (including Debtor invoices) 

• Treasury Management 

• VAT and CIS (Construction Industry Scheme) 
 
Each of these service areas has been put through the Lean process to varying degrees with the outcome target being service provision that is constant and efficient 
over both authorities.  The main principles being followed are: 

• Where possible, standardise working practices for both Authorities 

• Design working practices and processes to be the most efficient and maximise the use of IT and IT systems 

• Design a solution that works and delivers the service at the required level 

• Maintain current service standards, if not improve them 

• Assume that the ‘team’ will be located at one site except where service provision dictates otherwise. 
 
The Financial Service is mainly based at the Cannock site, there is however a presence at the Stafford site on a regular basis, determined by demand and the financial 
diary (i.e. Closure, Budget time etc).  The team is structured so that they can service both sites, resulting in personal development of staff, resilience, consistency and 
professionalism to both authorities. 
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The Audit, Risk & Resilience and Procurement Shared Service 
 

Brief Overview of the Service 

 
This service comprises 3 separate areas: 
 

• Internal Audit; 

• Risk & Resilience (ie Insurance, Risk Management and Civil Contingencies (which includes Emergency Planning and Business Continuity Management 
(BCM)); and 

• Procurement. 
 
All aspects of the service are being delivered from both CCDC and SBC. Staff are based at both sites and work between the two sites to allow for the sharing of 
expertise, resilience in service delivery and staff development. 
 

 

Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Budget/Savings 

 
At 1st April 2011 the budget for each of the Council’s 
services was: 
 
 CCDC 

£ 
SBC 
£ 

TOTAL 

Employee related 
costs 

353,350 232,210 585,560 

Operational 
budget 

58,390 91,690 150,080 

Income  -10,800 -10,800 

TOTAL 411,740 313,100 724,840 

 
 

 
Since the start of the shared service 
savings totalling £32,720 have been 
achieved for 2011-12. 
 

• £27,620 has been delivered by 
deleting the vacant trainee 
auditor post from the CCDC 
establishment – this is an 
ongoing saving. 

 
 
 

 
The service has a total shared 
service saving of £70,000 plus a 
saving of £20,620 to be made as a 
result of the leisure outsourcing 
giving a grand total of £90,620. 
 

In addition to the £32,720 achieved 
in 2011-12 , the  balance of the 
savings (ie £57,900) has been 
delivered  as follows: 
 
 

 
The savings target for the shared 
service has been achieved. 
 
It is anticipated that there will be 
a need for further savings as part 
of the Council’s budget process 
for 2014-15 onwards and options 
for delivering those savings will 
be produced in due course. 
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• the Shared Risk and Resilience 
Team has re-tendered the 
insurance brokers contract as a 
joint contract for both Councils 
and this has generated a saving 
of £5,100 against a combined 
previous spend of £11,100 – 
this is an ongoing saving. 

 
This gives a revised total net budget 
of £694,220 and a net cost to CCDC 
of £395,440, which includes a saving 
of £16,300 in 2011-12. 

 

• deletion of one service 
manager post – saving of 
£47,000 – one of the 
manager’s volunteered to 
accept redundancy 

 

• cessation of support from 
Staffordshire Civil 
Contingencies Unit for SBC 
work – saving of £15,700 

 

In total, the shared service has 
delivered £95,420, which is £4,800 
over the target. 

 
It is anticipated that the 
procurement shared service will 
generate savings for both 
Councils through more effective 
procurement practices and 
economies of scale. 
 
 
 
 

Staffing   

Internal Audit 
 
CCDC had 3 FTE in the Audit Team + 1 FTE 
Manager giving a total of 4 FTE. One post was 
vacant at the point of transfer.                         
 
SBC had 3.8 FTE + approximately 0.4 FTE of a 
Manager’s time giving a total of 4.2 FTE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
In total the Audit Team had a 
combined FTE of 8.2 at the point of 
transfer.  
 
Since the commencement of the 
shared service, the vacant Trainee 
Auditor post has been deleted from 
the CCDC establishment giving a 
revised FTE of 7.2 for the combined 
team.  
 
 
 

 
 
As identified in the Budget/Savings 
section of this document one of the 
3 managers’ posts has been 
deleted and this has reduced the 
FTE for the Audit Team from 7.2 to 
6.8.   
 
The impact on workload to date 
has been minimal and has been 
absorbed through changes to 
working practices.  
 
 

 
 
As the savings target for the 
shared service has been 
achieved no further changes to 
staffing are planned at the 
current time. 
 
However, as it is anticipated that 
further savings will need to be 
delivered in future years, the 
staffing structure is likely to be 
reviewed as part of the process 
for identifying potential savings. 
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Risk & Resilience 
 
CCDC had 1.54 FTE + 1FTE manager giving a total 
of 2.54 FTE at the point of transfer. 
 
SBC had 1 FTE + approximately 0.6 FTE of a 
manager’s time giving a total of 1.6 FTE at the point 
of transfer. 
 
At the point of transfer the responsibility for the 
Emergency Planning function did not lie within the 
Risk & Resilience Team that transferred from SBC.  
SBC was using the services of the Staffordshire 
Civil Contingencies Unit (CCU) to support the 
delivery of the Emergency Planning function which 
equated to 2 days per week.   
 

The impact of the deletion of the 
trainee auditor post has been shared 
equally between both Councils (along 
with the saving) which in practical 
terms has meant that the former SBC 
audit employees are undertaking 
audits equivalent to half a post for the 
CCDC audit plan. 
 
There has been no change to the 
overall structure of the team, other 
than the deletion of the one post. 
 
 
 
 
In total, the combined Risk & 
Resilience Team had a total of 4.14 
FTE at the point of transfer.  The 
team also has the continued support 
from the CCU for 2 days a week until 
31 March 2012. 
 
As there were no vacancies within 
either team, there were no changes 
to the staffing and support for the 
Risk & Resilience Team  
 
 
 
 

There has not been any significant 
impact on service levels and 
standards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As identified in the Budget/Savings 
section of this document, one of 
the 3 managers’ posts has been 
deleted and this has reduced the 
FTE for the Risk & Resilience 
Team from 4.14 to 3.54.  In 
addition the 2 days a week support 
from the CCU has also been given 
up in order to achieve the savings 
target.   
 
The impact on workload to date 
has been minimal and has been 
absorbed through changes to 
working practices.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As above 
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The funding of £15,700 for this support transferred 
to CCDC with the Risk & Resilience Service. 
 
 
 
 
 
Procurement 
 
CCDC had 0.65 FTE at the point of transfer. 
 
Whilst SBC did not have a dedicated Procurement 
resource to transfer, it did have the money to fund a 
post (£14,000) and this has been transferred to 
CCDC in lieu of a person.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The combined resource for the 
shared procurement service is 0.65 
FTE plus the £14,000 funding to 
allow the creation of an additional 
post if desired. Unlike the other 
vacancies that were deleted as part 
of the creation of the shared services, 
it was agreed that this funding would 
not be taken as a saving at this point.  
It was considered that time needed to 
be taken to assess whether the 
limited resource currently available 
would be sufficient to support both 
Councils. 
 

There has not been any significant 
impact on service levels and 
standards. Indeed SBC have been 
complimentary on improvements to 
services standards in certain areas 
eg civil contingencies 
 
 
 
No changes have been made to 
staffing at present as a result of 
some temporary support being 
received from the RIEP.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is evident that additional 
resources are required and 
options are being explored to 
utilise the funding transferred 
from SBC to enhance the 
resource available to the 
Procurement shared service  
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Performance 

Internal Audit 

 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 to date 

 SBC CCDC SBC CCDC SBC CCDC 

       

% Audit Plan Completed 105% 96% 104% 100% 83%* 70%* 

       

Agreed recommendations implemented 98.69% 91% 99.46% 76.11%   

       

Client Satisfaction 94.96% 80% 97.84% 92.26% 92.39% 

 
* The figures for the year to date include only audits that have been completed to the draft report stage and does not include work in progress. 
 
NB – the indicators used by both teams to measure performance are different and even those that appear to be the same are calculated in a different way.   
These are being reviewed and will be calculated in the same way for xxxx 

 
Risk & Resilience 
 

It is difficult to measure the performance of this 
service in terms of performance indicators.  
Performance tends to be measured in terms of 
actions delivered.   
 
 
Procurement 
 

To date the performance of this service has not 
been measured in terms of performance 
indicators; instead it has been “measured” in 
terms of contribution to the delivery of major 
procurement projects. 

 
 
 

See comment in previous column 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
See comment in previous column 
 

 

 
 
Delivery of the transformation plan is 
progressing well – for further details 
please see the section at the end on 
the Transformation Plan. 
 

 
 
 

Key actions to be delivered will 
be detailed in the business plan 
each year; performance will be 
assessed against this and 
delivery of the SLA. 
 
 

 

With the change in focus for the 
service, performance will be 
measured in terms of savings 
delivered from procurement 
exercises.   
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Transformation Plans/Vision 

 
Internal Audit 
 
Significant progress has been made in the implementation of the transformation plan.  Working practices have largely been aligned to form common processes for the 
whole audit service.  One audit plan has been established with elements to reflect the audits specifically for CCDC, those for SBC and an element for the Shared 
Services.  Where possible reviews of services that aren’t being shared have been aligned so far as is practicable to allow for the audits to be undertaken at the same 
time; this saves time on the planning of audits and allows for best practice to be shared between both Councils.   
 
Risk & Resilience 
 
Progress is being made in the implementation of the transformation plan.  The working practices are being aligned to form common processes for the whole Risk & 
Resilience service.  Insurance has been the priority so far.  Insurance claims can be handled from both sites for both Councils.  The insurance claims software used by 
CCDC has been rolled out for use at SBC at no additional cost.  Work is also underway on preparing to tender for the insurance policies for both Councils; the intention 
is to align cover with the same insurer(s) and in doing so to seek the same level of policy cover, excesses, etc.  With regard to Civil Contingencies, work has begun on 
revising the Business Continuity Plans (BCP) for the shared services to take advantage of the increased resilience being developed between the 2 Councils eg ICT 
infrastructure.  This work is also being used to develop a common BCP template for use at both Councils.  Work has also commenced on producing a communications 
plan to support a major incident at both Councils 
 
Procurement 
 
Work has commenced on changing the role of the Procurement Officer so that she supports both Councils in establishing a robust procurement framework and works 
to reduce procurement spend by aligning and reducing the number of suppliers.  Work on this has been slow to develop due to the limited resources available. Also the 
West Midlands RIEP has been working with a number of the Staffordshire Councils, including Cannock Chase and Stafford, to deliver savings through collaborative 
procurement.  This work has been resource intensive and progress to date has been limited.  However, the Council is currently awaiting the results of a “tendering” 
exercise on mail services and it is hoped that significant savings will be made in this area.  Other similar projects area being worked on eg office stationery and 
consumables. 
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The Building Control Shared Service 
 

Brief Overview of the Service 

 
Building Control is the function that protects the interests and safety of individuals, communities and businesses. The standard of construction required in England is 
set out in the Building Regulations and these have expanded and evolved over the last few years into a highly complex and far reaching set of requirements. 
Standards for today’s buildings are far higher than in previous decades – calling for safer and more sustainable buildings. The regulations cover all aspects of 
building design and construction and nowadays form a significant part of the government’s plans for reducing carbon emissions and to provide a sustainable 
environment. Areas covered by the regulations include control of the spread of fire, means of escape, energy performance, structural stability, damp penetration, 
ventilation, drainage, disabled access and noise reduction. Contravention of the Building Regulations is a criminal offence and powers exist to prosecute offenders 
and remove or pull down defective work. However Building Control staff work closely with builders, architects, engineers, other professionals and the general public 
to advice and guide, to carefully monitor progress of building work and ultimately issue Completion Certificates to ensure that the risk of contravention is minimised.  
 

Building Control carries out its primary core function of administrating the Building Regulations by checking plans and inspecting work on site. For providing this 
service it charges a fee and regulations set out the statutory basis for this. Councils set the level of fees they charge at local level but these are within the parameters 
of the regulations and CIPFA accounting guidance. These dictate that the fees should only be set to cover the cost of providing the ‘Chargeable’ elements of the 
Building Regulation service. Therefore the fees cannot be set to generate income to cover the costs of other elements of the Building Control service and any 
surpluses that are generated should be invested in the service.  
 
Services that Building Control provides that cannot be charged for, include; ensuring dangerous buildings are made safe, controlling demolition works, providing 
expert advice and guidance in relation to disability and access, enforcement of the Building Regulations, investigating unauthorised works, maintaining registers of 
statutory notices received from Approved Inspectors and Competent Persons and dealing with building regulation applications from applicants who are disabled. All 
this ‘Non-chargeable’ work should be financed directly from the Councils central fund. 
 

Unlike any other statutory function the Building Control service competes for the chargeable building regulation work with private sector companies. These are known 
as Approved Inspectors and they are commercial, profit making organisations. These companies have no enforcement powers and must hand back work to the local 
authority when enforcement is needed. 
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Budget / Savings 

The summarised 2011-12 budgets for 
CCDC & SBC at the point of transfer was 
as follows: 
 
 CCDC SBC Total 

Employees 288,950 312,270 601,220 

Operational  46,830 97,470 144,300 

Income -260,810 -328,110 -588,920 

    

 
On commencement of the shared service 
a saving of £144,690 was realised. This 
came from staff savings – SBC Building 
Control Manager, SBC Senior Building 
Control Officer, CCDC Access and 
Building Control Surveyor. Additional 
savings came from the external 
professional fees budget and SBC leased 
car scheme. This was slightly offset by 
budget increases in travelling and 
disbursement costs, training budget and 
increase in hours of Assistant Building 
Control Surveyor. Total saving £120,810. 
This is an on-going saving.  
 
Of the £120,810 savings, £47,400 is a 
General Fund saving between the two 
authorities, the remainder is passed back 
to Building Control customers to ensure a 
value for money service. 
 

The summarised revised budget for 2011-12, and 
the estimated total budgets for 2012-13 onwards 
for CCDC & SBC are as follows: 
 
 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Employees 531,310 552,050 565,730 581,580 

Operational  142,800 142,800 142,800 142,800 

Income -517,510 -517,510 -517,510 -517,510 

     

 
In the current economic climate the income 
budgets above are unrealistic and as such 
options for compensatory savings are being 
developed. 
 
Since commencement of the shared service there 
have been minor financial savings due to joint 
subscriptions being paid. This has realised 
£3,100.  
 
 
 

The first full year of the shared 
service resulted in an under 
spend in the supplies and 
services budget and also the 
transport budget. Some of the 
savings were one off for that 
year but it is expected that 
additional permanent savings of 
£25,000 will be built into future 
budgets. 
 
One Customer Care Assistant 
post has not been filled and the 
need for the post is under 
review. 
 
Due to the national economic 
situation and increased 
competition from the private 
sector the income from building 
regulation applications did not 
achieve the budget. The process 
for setting a realistic income 
target and a commensurate 
expenditure budget has 
commenced. 

As income is not achieving the 
budget and there does not 
appear to be any prospect of an 
improvement in the near future it 
has been decided that further 
savings are required from the fee 
earning side of the building 
control budget. Proposals are 
being considered with the aim of 
achieving savings during 2013-
14. 
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Staffing    

At the point of transfer both councils had 
a team of officers who provided the 
Building Control service to residents and 
businesses within their geographical 
areas. The structure of both teams was 
similar and they provide the same 
service. Each had a separate customer 
base but some customers do work within 
both areas. 
 
The staffing levels provided for within the 
budgets were: 
 
Stafford Borough Council 
9.5 FTE posts including Building Control 
Manager 
 
Cannock Chase Council 
9 FTE posts including Building Control 
Manager 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The revised staffing resources are: 
 
15 FTE posts including 1 Building Control 
Manager 
 
The Building Control Manager from SBC retired 
as part of the process, the part time SBC Agency 
Building Control Officer contract was terminated, 
the vacant SBC Senior Building Control Officer 
post was deleted and the vacant CCDC Access 
and Building Control Surveyor post was deleted 
 
The CCDC Assistant Building Control Surveyor 
post was 30 hours per week but as part of the 
transformation of the service this was changed to 
37 hours per week 
 
The deletion of the CCDC Access and Building 
Control Surveyor post removed a 0.5 FTE Access 
Officer specialism. A reduced role of specialist 
advice on technical issues relating to access and 
facilities will be provided by the Building Control 
Team 
 

The current staffing structure has 
not altered. At present one of the 
Customer Care Assistant posts 
is not being filled. 

 
Wording to be inserted 
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Performance    

 
The following are the suite of performance measures contained within the SLA 
 

Assigned Measure Target 
Performance  

2011-12 
Performance  

2012-13 to date 

Finance – Income as a percentage of the recoverable cost of the service  100% 82% N/A 

Number of full plans applications to be determined within the prescribed timescales 98% 100% 100% 

Processing - Building notices under 2 days 98% 98% 83% 

Full plans applications initial response within 15 days 50% 73% 88% 

Inspections - Actual visits made in same day when requested before 10:00am 97% 99% 99% 

Public Protection - Dangerous structures responded to within 2 hours  85% 100% 100% 

Public Protection - Demolition Notifications responded to within 20 working days 80% 94% 100% 

Letters to be acknowledged within 3 days detailed response within 10 days 98% 98% 98% 

Processing Initial notices within 5 days 98% 100% 94% 

Customer Satisfaction –Architect / agent / builder very satisfied or fairly satisfied with service 90% 99% N/A 

Customer Satisfaction –building owners very satisfied or fairly satisfied with service 90% 99% 98% 

  
Of the 11 indicators 2 cannot be measured yet while 6 have met or exceeded the target. However there are three where the performance is lower. The reason for this 
is as follows. The processing of Building Notices and Initial Notices is primarily an administrative function and since July the team undertaking this work has been 
reduced by one third due to long term sickness of a member of staff. However it is always ensured that the legal duties of the Council are complied with. The other 
indicator is customer satisfaction. A high target is set and last year the achievement of 99% satisfied customers exceeded this. The slightly lower result so far this year 
still exceeds the target and shows a very high customer satisfaction rating for the service. 
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Transformation Plans/Vision 

 
The major transformational issues for Building Control were the deletion of the vacant posts and the decision to work from a single office and this was all completed 
by March 2011. All of the actions in the transformation plan have been completed. These include: 

• joint policies on the delivery of the service; 

• redesign of application forms; 

• transfer of information to single website (CCDC); 

• development of technical policy notes; and  

• the provision of a ‘duty officer’ on most days who is available to answer queries from the public.  
 

The service has 2 back office computer systems and the next stage of work is to ensure that all documentation produced from both systems is to the same standard 
and delivers the same message. Further work on day to day work procedures is also proceeding. Many of our customers work in both areas and the aim is to ensure 
they experience the same high level of service wherever they work. 
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The Technology Shared Service 
 

Brief Overview of the Service 

Technology Services are a non-statutory service that is delivered through the offices in Stafford and Cannock.   
Technology Services bring together 3 major areas, which are the Computer section, Reprographics and Addressing.   
 
Computer Section. 
The computer section supplies each council with a complete ‘end to end’ service from the PC on their desk through an industry standard network to a set of servers 
that are configured to run computer systems that are generally peculiar to local authorities. 
The section also looks after their security requirements, helps in purchasing the systems and in some cases maintains the software.   
 
A large part of the time spent by the staff is running a service desk that provides advice and support to the users as well as a rapid response to any issue that prevents 
the officer from carrying out their duties due to a technical problem such as a breakdown of their laptop. 
 
Addressing 
The council receives information from various sources about additional address information relating to its own area.  The information is put onto a local database which 
is uploaded to a national ‘hub’ on a daily basis.  Almost all the council’s systems are either linked to the address database or use it directly.  The job of inputting the 
data and resolving issues due to such things as names of properties or physical location (the latitude and longitude are stored for each) are resolved by staff within this 
section.  Some of the issues are sorted out by looking at various other data sources, google maps and ‘streetview’ for instance, but in the last resort a site visit is 
arranged.   
 
Reprographics 
Although there are reprographics services at each site they perform slightly different duties.  Both produce the hard-copy minutes for the members through the use of 
large scale printers.  The function at Cannock has a greater capacity to produce colour leaflets, booklets and other promotional material.  The function at Stafford has 
capacity to fold and envelope bills and letters.  There is some work involved in looking at which of these services can be shared to both councils advantage. 
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Budget / Savings 

It should be noted that the actual date of transfer for 
the Technology service was 1 January 2011.   
 
At 1st April 2011 the budget for each of the Council 
services was: 
 

  CCDC SBC Total 

Employee Costs 410,640 367,260 777,900 

Transport 3,930 9,010 12,940 

Supplies and Services 370,210 263,440 633,650 

Total 784,780 639,710 1,424,490 

 
 

The shared service had a savings target 
of £45,200 for 2011-12 
 
The following savings were achieved: 
 
Kaspersky Anti Virus.  Best quote for 
separate purchasing 550 licences * 2 = 
£15,400. Best quote for joint purchasing 
1,100 licences = £10,511. Joint saving 
= £4,899 
 
Deletion of post £17,000. 
 
Server maintenance.  Sum of individual 
contracts. = £60,148 
Server maintenance.  Joint contract = 
£43,900.  Joint saving = £16,248  
 
Operating the email system in-house to 
make a saving of £29,000. 
 
Total shared saving in 11/12 = £45,248 
 
 
 

The cumulative savings have 
been set at £223,500, which 
includes £13,500 in respect of 
the leisure outsourcing.   
The savings have been 
achieved through – 
 

• Savings achieved in 
2011/12.  £45,248 

 

• Staffing reorganisations 
including the non fill of 
posts £43,000. 

 

• Reduction in external 
support agreements 
£46,000.  

 

• Reduction in replacement 
cycle of reprographics 
hardware £64,000. 

 

• Additional miscellaneous 
savings of £25,300  

 
 
 

Future savings include – 
 

• Increasing the use of the 
Reprographics unit by 
Stafford Borough Council 
Services. 
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31st March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Staffing 

 
Prior to transfer the numbers of FTEs were 25.4. 
 
 CCC SBC 

Computers 9.8 10.0 

GIS 0.6 1.0 

Reprographics 3.0 1.0 

Total 13.4 12.0 

 
In addition there is a Head of Technology at Stafford. 
 
 
 

 
The number of FTEs is 23.0 
 
 CCC SBC 

Computers 7.8 10.0 

GIS 0.6 1.0 

Reprographics 2.6 1.0 

Total 11.0 12.0 

 
There is also a joint Head of 
Technology. 
 
 
The staffing reductions have been 
achieved through ‘natural wastage’.  
One was an unfilled post that was 
deleted prior to transfer. One was a 
request to reduce hours and the other 
was as a result of a person finding 
employment elsewhere. 

 
The number of FTEs is 22.2 
 
 Joint service 

Computers 17.4 

GIS 1.8 

Reprographics 3.0 

Total 22.2 

 
There is also a joint Head of 
Technology. 
 
 

 
The current staffing structure will 
be reviewed in order to contribute 
to the required savings.  It is 
likely that the number of FTEs 
will reduce further. 
 
The effect of the reduction in staff 
will be seen in the capacity of the 
service to deliver technology 
projects across the council.  The 
number of concurrent projects to 
which the technology staff 
contributes will reduce. 
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Performance 

The key indicator for the Technology service is the 
user satisfaction with the helpdesk.   
The satisfaction rate prior to shared services was 
96.9%.  This was for the period July 2009 to March 
2010. 
 

The user satisfaction rating was 
measured at 98.6% 
 
The required satisfaction level in the 
SLA is 65%.  
 
  

The current user satisfaction 
level is 86.1%. 
 
The server availability figures 
are not yet recorded through an 
electronic monitoring system.  
There have not been any 
significant server failures in the 
last year.  
 
Server availability is set at 95% 
in the transformation plan.  We 
have not yet established the 
method by which we calculate 
this but if averaged out across 
all servers the current figure is 
about 98%.   
 
 
Due to the success of this team 
in 2012 Cannock Chase 
Council has been awarded the 
Gold standard level for its 
address data  and also a 
national award for the most 
improved council in this field. 
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Transformation Plans/Vision 

 
Management 
The transformed Technology Service will be based around a single set of policies and processes.   
To enable the councils to procure jointly it is essential that they have the same underlying technologies and the same attitude to risk, security and future developments.  
To this end joint policies and strategies have been created. The joint Polices have been examined by both council’s Leadership teams and the Strategy will go before 
them shortly. 
 
A single work programme is also being developed that will enable the service to reuse work done for one authority at another and hence duplicating the value.  An 
example of this could be the implementation of the new Customer Relationship management system (CRM).  It is envisaged that we will work together to implement the 
system and then provide integration to the back office using the same software. 
 
Corporate Systems 
Many of the software applications systems are now from the same supplier.  As the result of shared services Stafford BC has had a project to change its Council tax 
and Benefits system to the same one in use at Cannock Chase.  The Finance system in use at Cannock Chase is now the same one as Stafford and is supplied from 
the same server at Stafford.  The email system is also delivered in a similar way to each council.  Email filtering system is the same as is the webfilter.  It may be 
possible to negotiate a lower annual maintenance fee from those that are similar or at least invoiced from a single section or service.  In future we will encourage 
Services within either council to jointly procure such software and services.  A number of savings have already been made through this route. 
 
Improvements and Joint Projects 
The intention is to set up a catalogue of frequently purchased items and procure the same technology for both councils.  Each item can be specified once and pre-
tendered or pre-quoted for to simplify the procurement process and provide better prices to the councils through bulk purchasing.  An example of this is the 
procurement of Kaspersky licences. (please see above for details)  To facilitate bulk purchasing the IT budgets at Cannock Chase Council will centralised. 
 
Helpdesk 
A single helpdesk, similar to a call centre, has been implemented across the two councils.  This has enabled better cover for maintenance of the systems and a better 
‘pool’ of knowledge to be shared.  Each of the previous helpdesk arrangements had associated processes and instructions to resolve issues and requests.  There is 
work being undertaken to review each of these processes and refine them into a single set using the best practice from either council.  As part of this review there will 
be a re-examination of the skills required to service the request and train the staff appropriately. 
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Systems/Infrastructure 
A key part of the whole shared service arrangement has been to link the two computer networks.  This has been technically quite difficult because the original design 
would have been to prevent any external access.  This work has now been completed and the networks are connected by two separate routes to provide resilience.  
This has enabled other services to share their computer systems and has also enabled the sharing of documents where the security requirements allow.  It will shortly 
enable officers to share their electronic calendars so that they can book meetings with each other without a long dialogue about who is available on which day. 
 
The same link will be used to replicate data from one site to another for a number of key databases.  This is part of a new approach to disaster recovery and data 
security. 
 
The intention is to create a single access mechanism to the network and its associated software and data so that an officer is able to access their information at any 
desk, at any site and receive the same ‘look and feel’ of the systems. 
 
GIS/Addressing 
The maintenance of the address database is now serviced by a single team.  The extra resilience has enabled the quality of data to be maintained through a period of 
maternity leave and also extended post operative sick leave.   
 
We have plans to enable the address data to be shared through the intranets.  The costs of this development will be shared between the councils. 
 
Reprographics 
There is capacity within the joint reprographics service to provide a more comprehensive service.  Currently Stafford BC outsources most of the colour printing, leaflet 
making and creation of letter headed paper.  The transformation process will allow an assessment of the spare capacity and future council requirements. 
 
The printers and photocopiers will be reviewed together with their use and their maintenance agreements.  Again by standardising we would hope to procure these 
items at a reduced cost. 
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 Human Resource Services Shared Service 
 

Brief Overview of the Service 

 
On implementation of the shared service the joint HR service led by Stafford Borough Council (SBC) comprised the following functional areas: 
 

• Human Resources (People Management, etc.); 

• Payroll;  

• Learning & Development;  

• Organisational Development 
 
 
Human Resources (People Management etc.)   
 
Human Resource Services (HRS) provides a comprehensive people based support service to managers and employees, enhanced by an integrated Human Resource 
Management & Payroll system (CHRIS 21).  The integrated HRM system provides key employee related data to management.  The service overall provides a range of 
HR support as follows: 
 

• HR system administration 

• Recruitment – Centralised recruitment function including liaison with either an advertising agency or media direct, supporting short listing /selection 
processes, appropriate assessment testing and support at interviews (where appropriate), employment checks, including references, medical, CRB, proof 
of identity, status, qualification checks etc. 

• New and varying contracts of employment.  

• Employment Legislation & Conditions of Service – advice, guidance and organisation implementation 

• Strategic Human Resources activity, including development and review of policy, practice and procedure, advice to members  

• Maintenance of effective employee relations across both Councils 

• Support to managers in dealing with a wide range of performance issues including Discipline, Grievance, Capability & Absence Management 
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Payroll 
 
On transfer both Payroll Teams provided a comprehensive payroll management service to each Council respectively encompassing the following core activities: 

• Provision of comprehensive Payroll service for employees and members 

• Tax Liabilities and Superannuation 

• Payment of Allowances and Deductions, including statutory notifications 

• Revenue & Customs compliance 
 
Learning & Development 

 
In conjunction with Leadership Team and managers, to provide learning & development opportunities to meet the people development needs of each organisation 
covering: 
 

• Strategic direction and priorities 

• Management development 

• Leadership/Capacity Building 

• Post Entry Training 

• Professional & Technical training, including Continuing Professional Development 

• Member Development services as required 

• Development of courses/events, procurement, arrangements and monitoring  
 
Organisational Development 
 

• Organisational Development – supporting internal re-organisation, structural changes & redeployment, TUPE transfers and other organisational development 
activities such as shared service arrangements, performance improvement in supporting/developing new ways of working, changing working practices etc. 
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Budget / Savings 

 
At 1st April 2011 the budget for each of 
the Council services was: 
 

 CCDC 
£ 

SBC 
£ 

Employee 
related costs 

261,610 319,020 

Operational 
budget 

31,190 45,250 

TOTAL 292,800 364,270 

 
 
 

 
Since the commencement of the HR 
shared service, savings totalling £55,891 
were achieved for 2011-12 (as against a 
target of £50,000) as follows: 
 

• £46,898 by deleting two vacant posts 
of HR Officer (System Support) from 
SBC and Assistant HR Adviser from 
CCDC 

 

• Two payroll teams were merged in 
October 2011 to create one joint 
team under the management of the 
existing Payroll Manager at SBC. 
The former Senior Payroll Officer at 
CCDC volunteered for early 
retirement / redundancy and left SBC 
on 31 October 2011. This achieved 
an overall saving of £8,993 in 
2011/12 and £38,250 in a full year. 

 
A total full year saving of £85,148 was 
achieved.  
 
 

 
In total the HR service delivered on its 
overall target to find shared service 
savings of £145,400 which included a 
contributory saving of £75,400 for 
CCDC leisure outsourcing.  
 
The full savings target was achieved 
as follows: 
 

• Re-configuring the delivery of the 
joint payroll function to 
accommodate the early 
retirement/redundancy of the full-
time post of Payroll Manager in 
June 2012, and a full-time Payroll 
Officer in September 2012 
 

• Re-configuring the operational 
delivery of HR Services to enable 
the voluntary transfer of a part-
time HR Assistant to part-time 
Payroll Assistant from July 2012  

 

• Reviewing hours and allocation of 
work 

 
 
 
 

 
The savings target for the shared 
service has been achieved. 
 
It is anticipated that there will be a 
need for further savings as part of the 
Council’s budget process for 2014-15 
onwards and options for delivering 
those savings will be produced in due 
course. 
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The combination of the above 
variations in staffing structure, 
revisions to process and procedure 
and changes to duties and 
responsibilities combined to achieve 
the required savings target without 
impacting on service delivery to either 
Council. 
 
The savings contribution of £75,400 
for leisure outsourcing as required by 
CCDC was an extremely challenging 
reduction to be found from within the 
former CCDC HR team of 8.54 FTE’s.  
The shared service arrangement has 
provided the opportunity for savings 
to be made without fundamentally 
impacting on the quality and capacity 
of the HR team to deliver a 
professional and effective service.  

Staffing 

 
Staffing structures at point of transfer 
were as follows: 
 
SBC: 
 
Total of 10.97 FTE (including HoS) 
 
 

 
Up to 31 March 2012, the following posts 
were deleted from the combined 
establishment of the shared service: 
 
1. HR Officer (System Support) 1 x FTE 
2. Assistant HR Adviser 1 x FTE 
3. Senior Payroll Officer 1 x FTE 
4. Apprentice Trainee 1 x FTE 

 
Up to 31 December 2012 the 
following posts have been either 
deleted or reconfigured: 
 
1. Payroll Manager 1 x FTE 
2. Payroll Officer 1 x FTE 
3. HR Assistant reconfigured to 

Payroll Assistant role 1 x 20 hrs 

 
As the savings target for the shared 
service has been achieved no further 
changes to staffing are planned at the 
current time. 
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Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

 
CCDC: 
 
Total of 8.54 FTE 
 
Combined total of 19.51 FTE’s 

 
 
 
 
 
Total establishment =  15.51 FTE’s 

 
 
 
 

 
Total establishment = 13.83 FTE’s 

However, as it is anticipated that 
further savings will need to be 
delivered in future years, the staffing 
structure is likely to be reviewed as 
part of the process for identifying 
potential savings. 

Performance 

Human Resource Services 
 
It is often difficult to measure the 
performance of this service in terms of 
performance indicators.   
 
Performance tends to be measured in 
terms of the quality and timing of service 
delivery, e.g.: 
 

• quality and timing of professional 
advice, guidance and individual 
support to managers and employees 

• level of knowledge, expertise and 
best practice 

• experience in dealing with complex 
and sensitive people issues 

• managing expectations of managers 
and those supervised 

• corporate contribution to the success 
of the performance of the 
organisation 

See comments in left hand column  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See comments in left hand column  
 
 

The SLA sets out where appropriate 
specific performance detail. 
 
A review of external benchmarking 
provision (e.g.CIPFA) is being 
undertaken to confirm relevance, 
effectiveness and value for money 
within a shared service context. 
 
The performance of the shared 
service will be reviewed as part of the 
transformation process and agreed 
monitoring arrangements across both 
Councils to ensure that service 
commitments as set out in the HR 
SLA are fulfilled.  
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Transformation Plans/Vision 

Human Resources 
 
Both SBC and CCDC had separate teams of officers who provided a HR/Organisational Development service to each Council.  On 1st April 2011 the eight members of 
Cannock Chase Council’s Organisational Development team transferred to the employment of Stafford Borough Council.  The transfer resulted in no immediate change 
to service delivery to either Council pending the outcome of a period of transformation. Changes to levels of staffing and operational processes have altered as 
described above.   From the outset, services to both Councils were delivered as set out in the HR Shared Service SLA.   
 
The services provided and working practices at both Councils are not unalike but differences of approach and culture remain.  Working practices remain under review 
as part of the transformation process and are to be aligned to form common processes for the whole HR service where appropriate.  The intention is to work toward a 
single approach to HR across both Councils using similar policies and processes (where appropriate) and a model of working which is both efficient and effective. The 
HR service will continue to be delivered from both sites.  However as the joint service develops it is more than likely that team members will be working across both 
sites dependent on priorities and/or peaks in workload.    
 
The transformation plan was approved in September 2011 at a meeting of the Shared Service Programme Board and has been subject to consultation with trade 
unions at both Councils. Much of the work of the shared service so far has concentrated on achieving cost reductions within the HR shared service whilst retaining the 
level and quality of service provision across both Councils.  In addition the HR team has continued to provide core support to other shared services in dealing with the 
implications of their own individual transformation plans.  This work will continue. Reviews of key HR activity across both Councils are continuing under the following 
broad group headings: 
 

• Harmonisation & review of key policies 

• Payroll efficiency 

• Learning & Development 

• Recruitment 

• Absence Management 

• Systems Administration 

• Efficiency and VFM 
 
Other than for the Payroll Function which merged in October 2011, the overall HR service remains operationally based and split over two sites.  This situation will 
remain unchanged for the time being but will be reviewed as part of the on-going transformation of the service taking account of service delivery requirements under 
the SLA and service expectations.  
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The Legal Shared Service 

 

Brief Overview of the Service 

 
The service is an in-house source of professional legal knowledge and skill in areas of law affecting the Council. The aim of the service is to provide a comprehensive, 
efficient, effective, proactive and quality local government legal service which is responsive to the needs of its clients and supports them in achieving their aims while 
ensuring the lawful conduct of Council affairs. 
 
Legal services can include the provision of legal advice, drafting of legal documents and agreements, advocacy at criminal and civil courts on behalf of the Council, 
legal support at Council and committee meetings, instruction of external legal advisors where appropriate and the provision of training on legal topics. 
 
As a statutory body, all the Councils activities is governed by statute and relevant case law. The service therefore supports all activities carried out by the Council 
across all its priorities. 
 

 

Position at Point of Transfer Position at 31 March 2012 Position at 31 December 2012 The future 

Budget / Savings 

 
As at 1st April 2011 the budget for each of the Council 
services was: 
 

 CCDC 
£ 

SBC 
£ 

TOTAL 

Employee 
related costs 

256,390 231,770 488,160 

Operational 
budget 

30,970 22,650 53,620 

Income -19,460 -15,940 -35,400 

TOTAL 267,900 238,480 506,380 

 

 
Since the start of the shared 
service savings totalling £46,500 
have been achieved for 2011-12. 
This has been delivered by 
deleting the vacant Head of Legal 
and Democratic Services post from 
the CCDC establishment (£66,280) 
– this is an ongoing saving. 
 
 
 
 

 
The service has a total shared 
service saving of £82,000 plus a 
saving of £2,600 to be made as a 
result of the leisure outsourcing 
giving a grand total of £84,600. 
 
As indicated in the current position 
column, £46,500 of this has been 
achieved so far. 
 
 
 

 
The savings target for the shared 
service has been achieved. 
 
It is anticipated that there will be a 
need for further savings as part of 
the Council’s budget process for 
2014-15 onwards and options for 
delivering those savings will be 
produced in due course. 
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. 

The Legal Service is part of the 
Law and Administration Service at 
SBC. SBC’s Head of Law and 
Administration has overall 
responsibility for the Legal Service 
but is not part of it. A part of the 
cost of the Head of Law and 
Administration is recharged to the 
legal services budget. The 
recharge will also cover the role of 
Solicitor and Monitoring Officer for 
CCDC which is carried out by the 
Head of Law and Administration. 

In addition to the £46,500 achieved 
in 2011-12, the balance of savings 
(£38,100) has been delivered 
through the deletion of a vacant 
assistant solicitor post and a 
restructure of the remaining team. 
These savings should not result in 
any significant impact on service 
delivery. It will mean increased 
workloads for remaining team 
members, but efficiencies will be 
achieved through closer working, 
alignment and review of working 
practices and greater use of IT. 

 

Staffing 

From November 2009 until the commencement of the 
shared service CCDC had no Head of the Legal and 
Democratic Service in post. There was no Service 
Manager post for legal services in the establishment. 
The previous Head of Legal and Democratic Services 
had also fulfilled the role of Monitoring Officer. From 
November 2009 until the end of March 2011 the role 
of Monitoring Officer and oversight of the legal and 
democratic service (except elections) was undertaken 
by SBC’s Head of Law and Administration (on the 
basis of approximately 1 day per week) supported for 
part of the time by a locum solicitor. 
 
CCDC had 5.6 FTE in the legal service. 4 of these 
posts were vacant at the point of transfer (services 
being covered by 3 locum lawyers). 

In total the service had a combined 
establishment of 12 FTE at the 
point of transfer. 
 
Since the commencement of the 
shared service the Head of Legal 
and Democratic Services post has 
been deleted from the 
establishment giving a revised FTE 
of 11 for the combined team. 3 of 
these posts remain vacant.  
 
The role of managing the shared 
Legal Service is carried out by 
SBC’s Legal Services Manager  
 

The deletion of an assistant 
solicitor post has reduced staffing 
to 10 FTE. 
 
The last of the original locum 
lawyers has left and the duties of 
that lawyer, and the temporary 
legal assistant, are being carried 
out by a new temporary Property 
Solicitor post and existing team 
members. However, a temporary 
locum lawyer has been engaged 
due to heavy workloads in litigation 
matters and reduced working 
hours having been agreed with the 
temporary Contracts Solicitor. 

It is anticipated that the new legal 
structure will come into operation 
in March 2013. 
 
The structure identifies key officers 
who will be accountable for 
monitoring and improving 
performance in specified areas, 
whilst providing for sufficient legal 
knowledge and capacity to deliver. 
Current admin arrangements will 
need to be reviewed once the new 
legal structure has been 
embedded, and its operational 
support requirements become 
clearer.   
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SBC had 5.5 FTE in the legal service with no 
vacancies. 
 
SBC also had 0.9 FTE administrative support.  
 
 

2 of the locum lawyers have left. 
The work of those locums are 
being covered by the appointment 
of a temporary Contracts & 
Procurement Solicitor and the 
remaining members of the team 
pending transformation. A 
temporary Property Legal 
Assistant has also been appointed 
to deal with a heavy workload in 
that area. 
 
Some administrative support at 
CCDC is being provided from 
outside the service, as part of the 
SLA arrangements and this will 
need to be reviewed as part of the 
transformation process.  

A new legal staffing structure has 
gone through the job evaluation 
process of the lead authority, and 
has now been communicated to all 
staff. The new structure consists of 
10 FTE, has jobs for all existing 
employees and is achievable 
within existing budgets. Individual 
consultations are being carried out 
with those staff whose terms and 
conditions are affected by the 
restructure. 
 
Some administrative support at 
CCDC is still being provided from 
outside the service. 

Performance 

 
At transfer, neither council had current performance 
indicators. Previous indicators had been scrapped in 
order to introduce indicators more reflective of the 
quality of legal service rather than the number of 
notices issued or prosecutions undertaken. 
 
SBC service had taken part on the CIPFA 
benchmarking club and had compared favourably 
against similar authorities. 
 

 
See comment in previous column. 
A client survey for the shared 
service was undertaken in July 
2011.  
 

 
New performance indicators have 
been identified and will be 
introduced as part of the 
transformation plan. Progress has 
been made on providing access to 
an electronic case management 
system across both council sites. 
The system will allow greater 
assessment of performance in 
individual cases and service areas. 
 

 
The new performance indicators, 
and use of the case management 
system, will allow greater 
monitoring of performance and 
help drive improvements in quality 
(which is a vital factor in assessing 
legal service performance). 
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A client survey was undertaken in 
July 2012, and compares 
favourably with the results from the 
2011 survey. 

 
 

Transformation Plans/Vision 

Significant progress has been made against the transformation plan. The new legal structure will concentrate on service delivery across particular important legal work 
streams, providing more consistency and better use of resources irrespective of the Council receiving the service. Officers and resources within the new structure will 
be fully accessible to clients at both councils. Officer contact details have already been advertised at each council and will be updated as the new structure comes into 
operation. 
 
Work will progress further on use of the electronic case management system, in order to improve access to files and legal documents across both sites, and to monitor 
and improve performance. 
 
The reduction in staffing has made the service very lean. There will, therefore, be a need for clients to be particularly aware of the need to factor in legal support 
requirements into any planning of major projects at each council. Peaks in demand for legal services will not be able to be as readily absorbed as may have been the 
case previously. 
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